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1. 02

Ring & lever arch binders

4

1

enterprise

technological lines

PAP - carton laminated and
reinforced with overprited
paper and refined with
foli film

PAP

PP

PVC

ALU

PCV - high-frequency welded
PVC foil sealed around solid
cardboard core

ALU - aluminium composite
with elastic black or white
polyetylen core

EKO
EKO - imprint and embossing
directly on cardboard

PP - polypropylene sheets

CLASS

CLASS - carton laminated
with bindery film

OPENWORK
die-cut or laser cut

HOLDER
for a pen

SLIP CASE matched
with the binder

CREASING

POCKET
(catalog
part 9.)

SEPARATORS
with indexing

RING MECHANISM to clip
the files in -insert capacity 10-65 mm
METAL CORNER
or reinforcing
METAL EDGE

creasing
classic

double

mechanisms
lever arc

rings

multi

O

D

Q

compression
bars
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“RADO”
FINGER HOLE
(edges of the hole
protected with
metal or color plastic ring)
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PCV Binder with silk screen printing
welded edges
product ¹ 1.03.1

PCV Binder with offset printing
welded edges
product ¹ 1.03.2

PCV Binder with transparent pocket
on the spine
welded edges
product ¹ 1.03.

PCV Binder with foldeable front
welded edges
product ¹ 1.03.4

PCV Binder with allround pocket
transparent pocket covering
spine and front page,
welded edges
product ¹ 1.03.5
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PCV Binder with sealed in
front and spine printed paper inserts
welded edges
product ¹ 1.03.6
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PVC foldable Binder
selfstanding structure,
offset printing,
transparent pockets, welded edges
good solution for presentation and sales
product ¹ 1.04.1

Acrilic glass Transparent Binder
acrilic plates sealed in welded transparent PVC foil
stiffness, durability and visibility
Unique Full Transparency thanks to construction.
product ¹ 1.04.2

Aluminium Binder
made of sandwich aluminium
and polietylen composite
available different sizes, colors,
surface structures and rings,
silkscreen printing
product ¹ 1.04.3

Polypropylene (PP) Binder
offset printing 4+4
different material thickness and colors
also silkscreen printing available
product ¹ 1.04.4

Polypropylene (PP) Binder with handle
possible customizations of handle shapes,
nap or other closures possible
silk screen overprint
product ¹ 1.04.5

product ¹ 1.04.6
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Eco Binder -semi lamination
spine reinforced and decorated
with refined offset printed paper,
raw cardboard embossed
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Eco Binder
non laminated raw cardboard surface
multicolor silkscreen overprint
product ¹ 1.05.1

Eco Binder with LASER CUT OUT
non laminated raw cardboard surface
custom designed
laser cut and engraved shapes and patterns
product ¹ 1.05.2

Openwork Eco Binder
cover with die-cut handle and pattern
product ¹ 1.05.3

Eco Laminated Binder
solid cardboard core wraped with printed paper,
raw (non laminated) edges
product ¹ 1.05.4

Polypropylene (PP) Foil Binder
cardboard laminated with PP foil
foil available in different colors and structures
welded transparent pockets
and finger hole
product ¹ 1.05.5
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Canvas Binder
cardboard core laminated
with bindery canvas,
possible embossing or hot stamping
product ¹ 1.05.6
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Paper Laminated Binder
cardboard core laminated with fine paper
product ¹ 1.06.1

Suede Laminated Binder
cardboard core laminated with
suede or other textile,
corners reinforced and decorated with
brass corner ferrule
product ¹ 1.06.2

Paper Laminated Binder
with polypropylene protective ferrule
on finger hole and edges
Binder may containe even two rings inside.
product ¹ 1.06.3

Paper Laminated Binder with
same like laminated cardboard separators
product ¹ 1.06.4

Big Size Binder
non standard, +1m long binders
stiff cardboard core, laminated with fine
offset printed paper
additional rings, polypropylene handle,
nap, magnetic or other closure

These Binders are often used
for presentation purposes.
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product ¹ 1.06.5

